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The Hadrian's Wall Path is an official National Trail that follows the 135km
(84 mile) length of Hadrian's Wall from Wallsend on the North Sea to
Bowness-on-Solway in the west. The trail typically takes a week to walk,
and is suitable for beginners as well as walkers with greater experience. In
this guidebook the route is described in both directions, and features
extensions to Maryport on Cumbria's far west coast and South Shields in
the east.
The guidebook features annotated 1:100,000 Ordnance Survey maps
alongside detailed step-by-step route descriptions, and also contains a
1:25,000 scale OS route map in a convenient booklet that can be found in
the back cover sleeve. The route description links together with the map
booklet at each stage along the way, and the compact format eliminates
the need to fold and re-fold a large map.
A wealth of information on the history of the Wall is included, as well as a
wide range of practical information for walkers, from accommodation and
itinerary planning, to details on public transport and refreshments.

Key marketing points
• One of the most visited national trails of the UK
• OS 1:25000 map booklet included with the guidebook saves having to
carry several maps
• Map booklet and guide clearly illustrate each stage
• Author is a leading authority on the Wall

About the author
In 1980 Mark Richards began his three-part guide to the Peak District for
Cicerone Press, and in 1987, with Chris Wright, wrote a guide to walking
around the former county of Westmorland. He now lives in Cumbria and,
after 14 years' dedicated research, has completed his series of Lakeland
Fellranger guides covering the entire region.
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